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Abstract:
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Ultrafast high harmonics (HHG) from tabletop femtosecond lasers result from an extreme quantum nonlinear response of atoms to intense laser light. When implemented in a phase matched geometry, bright, coherent, HHG beams can reach photon energies >1.6 keV [1] . For many years however, bright HHG was limited to linear polarization -precluding many tabletop applications in probing and characterizing magnetic materials and nanostructures, as well as chiral molecules. Although X-ray optics can in principle be used to convert linearpolarized HHG beams to circular polarization, in practice, these are far too lossy and with limited bandwidth to be useful. Fortunately, very recently we showed that by adjusting the colors and polarization of the driving laser fields, bright circularly polarized extreme UV (EUV) HHG beams are possible to photon energies ≈70eV [2] . Here we demonstrate that by driving HHG using counter-rotating, two-color 0.79 µm and 1.3µm beams, we can generate the first circularly-polarized soft X-ray high harmonics, as well as the first bright, phase-matched, circularly-polarized soft X-ray HHG beams, to photon energies >160eV. Soft X-rays have greater penetrating power than EUV light, and can access a greater number of elementally-specific and magnetically-sensitive absorption edges in materials. This allows us to implement the first tabletop soft X-ray circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements, as well as the first characterization of a material with intrinsic perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (Gd N-edge near 145eV). Such materials are important and widely used for data storage media, and were inaccessible to tabletop HHG until now. These results demonstrate the ability to manipulate the HHG polarization, spectrum and temporal shape in the soft X-ray region at the moment of generation by manipulating the driving field.
In our experiment, high harmonics were produced by focusing two circularly-polarized, counter-rotating, laser beams consisting of the fundamental (0.79 µm, 1.2 mJ, 50 fs) of a Ti:Sapphire laser, together with the signal beam from an optical parametric amplifier (1.3 µm, 0.6 mJ, 35 fs), into a 150 µm diameter gas-filled hollow waveguides, 1 cm long. Figure 1 shows the bright circularly-polarized HHG emission from He extending dramatically beyond the previous limit of 70 eV to 160 eV. For HHG driven by counter rotating lasers, in addition to the usual conservation of energy requirement, conservation of spin angular momentum restricts the generated HHG light, since each HHG photon carries one unit of spin angular momentum. In general, conservation of energy gives ω c = mω 1 + lω 2 =nω 1 + (n±1)ω 2 , when accounting for spin angular momentum conservation m = n, l=n±1 for the circular harmonic ω c that results from m "blue" photons and l "red" photons. For ω 1 = cω 2 we have ω c = n(c+1)ω 2 ± ω 2 . This gives pairs of adjacent harmonic peaks with opposite circular polarizations, with photon energy difference between the peaks of each pair equal to ω 1 -ω 2 , while the photon energy difference between adjacent pairs is ω 1 + ω 2 . For the simplest case of ω + 2ω driving lasers, ω 1 = 2ω 2, so ω c = (3n±1)ω 2 , This gives rise to a unique spectrum where every third order is missing. In the case of non-commensurate wavelengths studied here, ω c =(2.65n±1) ω 2 . To demonstrate that the HHG beams are indeed circularly-polarized, we performed X-ray circular dichroism measurements in transmission mode near the Gd N-edge in a Gd/Fe multilayer with magnetization direction primarily parallel/antiparallel to the propagation vector (see Fig. 1A ). An external magnetic field of 230 mT is delivered perpendicular to the multilayer using four permanent magnets. The circularly-polarized HHG signal is recorded for a B-field parallel (I P ) and antiparallel (I AP ) to the k vector of the X-rays by rotating the magnets 180 o . The strong asymmetry, defined as (I P -I AP )/(I P +I AP ) with values up to >15%, flips sign for opposite polarizations of the X-rays suggesting a very high degree of circular polarization. Furthermore, the bright HHG emission makes it possible to record signal above the Gd edge where the asymmetry changes sign for harmonics with identical helicity, and allows us to extract the magneto-optical constants for a broad range of photon energies.
In summary, using counter-rotating, two-color 0.79 µm and 1.3 µm beams, we demonstrated the first circularlypolarized soft X-ray high harmonics, the first bright, phase-matched, broad-bandwidth, circularly-polarized soft Xray HHG beams, the first tabletop soft X-ray XMCD measurements, as well as the first characterization of magnetic materials with intrinsic perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (at the Gd N-edge near 145eV). Such materials are important and widely used for data storage media, and were inaccessible to tabletop HHG until now.
